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Issue 59: May 11, 2020: Which Lithium Company Might Tesla Buy? 
 

The Tesla social media intelligentsia – a much larger ecosphere than the little lithium battery 
materials commentariat which I inhabit – has in recent months begun to cotton on to the 
relevance of raw material supply. Having bought battery technology companies Maxwell and 
Hibar last year, and in the context of million-mile batteries innovations, seemingly frayed 
Panasonic relations and MIC Model 3 CATL supply for lower price/range conscious China, Tesla 
speculation is rife about what news will break at Battery Day in Texas the third week of May. 
 
My partner Rodney Hooper and I have been flagging Battery Day for months as a potential 
lithium equity market catalyst and I’ve predicted repeatedly in various forums – most recently 
Emily Hersh’s Nemaska anti-webinar -- that by 2020/21, Auto/Big Tech, most likely Tesla first, 
will invest in or buy one or more battery materials companies, having teased out the “get into 
mining” concept at last summer’s Annual General Meeting. Until Covid-19, I postulated that 
Lithium Americas’ sharp rise in February had more to do with Mr. Market pricing in its Nevada 
asset rather than renewed Argentina enthusiasm. Ditto North Carolina’s Piedmont Lithium.  
 
Amidst the flood of quarterly earnings calls, vlogs, podcasts, Twitter and Linkedin consumption 
from sheltering-in-place Bull’s Lair, what most caught my attention for today’s note was April 
30’s Inside EVs article Keeping Battery Prices Low May Require EV Makers To Get Into Mining. It 
cites at length Simon Moores of Benchmark Minerals, which has pumped out a tsunami of 
quality content ahead of their May 27/28 #EVFest - timed perfectly around Battery Day: 
 

“If an automaker owned their own lithium mine, they would be pressured by the cost of production, not 
the market price. Let’s say the cost of production is $5,000 to 6,000 for each ton of lithium hydroxide. The 
market price is $10,000 to $12,000 right now…We talk so much about cheaper batteries below $100/kWh 
but to keep them under $100/kWh long term, the only sure-fire way is to own the key raw materials. If one 
automaker makes a lithium move, the rest will follow, and you’ll have a rush akin to oil 100 years ago.” 

 
I agree with Simon. And, as is my wont, return to David Bowie, a source of many narratives the 
last 3 years -- from China Girl Ganfeng to Under Pressure Altura – to update my May 2018 note 
imagining - *speculating* - which Young Americans will most be in Fashion as Lithium 3.0’s 
Golden Years begin. Which lithium baby may find sudden Fame from the Modern Love of the 
Life on Mars Starman, one of our great business Heroes, Space X Oddity, Elon Musk? 

 
Grimes, Musk, X Æ A-12 & Bowie 

https://insideevs.com/news/419980/keeping-battery-prices-low-mining/
https://60909e46-79bd-4fe7-9a09-bec8eb48ffa9.filesusr.com/ugd/affbaa_942e7a7a01fe4652b0384bfaff3de2b6.pdf
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NOTE: the timing at today’s lithium bottom is excellent. Elon Musk is exceptionally savvy and 
won’t overpay. Like a first-time screenwriter who makes a killing on his/her second hit, I believe 
the “oil rush” mentality for lithium from Tesla’s over-paying me-too followers will create more 
value for lithium equity shareholders than the company Tesla may buy (see: VW & Ford in Argo 
AI and GM in Cruise, Maven). Maxwell shareholders filed a class action lawsuit thinking its 
purchase by Tesla was too low.  
 
And also NOTE – in case the red warnings at the bottom of each page and disclaimer at the end 

is insufficient, nothing written here is investment advice. DYOR. 
 

Sean Mitchell, Denver, CO @Seanmmitchell 

 
 

EV Stock Channel 
 

  
 

  

https://electrek.co/2019/02/26/tesla-battery-tech-acquisition-maxwell-investor-class-action/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=wrmj7l8GqvA&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpNZhKSfrKE
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“We need to make sure that we have the extraction and processing capacity, but it’s not that 

much different than lining up other supply chain elements for the car – it just has a little bit 

longer lead time. Tesla has spent a lot of time working with all the different lithium companies 

all around the world to…make sure they are investing on the right timeline to have the capacity 

ready when we need it. We’re also finding ways to reduce the cost. Lithium is not a mature 

market. It’s not traded on the London metal exchange, it’s subject to a lot of speculation [but] 

this does not relate to the actual cost of production of lithium. That is relatively stable…so, once 

we can appropriately invest in the extraction, refining and processing, the price of lithium is 

quite low and quite stable.” – JB Straubel, Tesla, 2016 
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North America Contenders 
 

Though the principal focus of this note will be USA lithium plays, young “North Americans” – 
including Mexico and Canada -- are considered briefly. Elon Musk, like Steve Jobs, has a 
proclivity to Think Different – and in his dalliance with “salt on the salad” lithium years ago 
reportedly sought to buy for a few hundred million dollars an unconventional brine (Simbol in 
Salton Sea, California) as well as signed off-take agreements (since lapsed) with Mexico clay 
asset Bacanora and Pure Energy in Clayton Valley, Nevada. 
 
Considering Alameda agony, Mr. Musk IMO is unlikely to rush into Imperial Valley California’s 
intriguing direct lithium extraction (DLE) opportunity EnergySource Minerals, or its earlier stage 
peer Controlled Thermal Resources, despite renewed interest in geothermal power. 
 

 
 

Livent’s partner e3 Metals, an Alberta DLE oilfield brine has an enormous and scaleable 
resource. While conceivable Tesla could tuck in this piloting-stage project for <$10M peanuts 
ETCM’s trading for, I believe Mr. Musk is angling for a more advanced lithium supply source. 
Arkansas DLE brine Standard Lithium has already pre-sold 70% control to its partner Lanxess, 
which rules them out for Tesla in my opinion. Tesla theoretically could buy Livent itself – or 
Albemarle and sell off its bromine and catalyst divisions – but my gut tells me these are 
unlikely. Ditto wading into Nemaska/NAL Quebec carnage. Toxic Tianqi’s Talison plus?  Hmm. 
Schlumberger took over Pure Energy last year for a song – which is interesting on its face – but 
nearly a year since, there’s been no news and I suspect low concentration Clayton Valley R&D 
will never solve Tesla’s terafactory-sized lithium needs. NOTE: Gigafactory #1, 35GWH Nevada, 
requires ~25Kt hydroxide per year alone. A One-Terawatt Texas factory = ~800,000ta LCE! 
 
Tesla could join its supplier Ganfeng’s Big Adventure & drink Bacanora Tequila together. But, 
despite that huge and shovel-ready resource, as stage one and two off-take is largely pre-sold 
and destined for Asia, my sense is Tesla would prefer a greater balance of power in their favor 
in a virgin greenfield. Which brings me back to my ‘Top 3’ Made in America developers poised 
to ramp into Lithium 3.0’s 2022/23 lithium shortage. 
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May 2018 Howard (Klein) Johnson’s Ice Cream Meet May 2020 Space Oddity 
 

Commencing countdown, engines on (three) 
Check ignition and may God's love be with you (two, one, liftoff) 

 

Cookies & Cream – ioneer 
Plain Vanilla – Piedmont Lithium 

Rocky Road – (Western) Lithium Americas 
 
NOTE: the EV Stock Channel’s video above postulates that among the various battery minerals, 
nickel and graphite are as likely as lithium to attract Tesla investment. Tesla’s Sarah Maryssael 
at Benchmark Minerals Washington DC event last May was quoted by Reuters having particular 
concern for nickel. And in July, rumors surfaced about a consortium including Tesla, CATL, LG 
Chem, Daimler and Volkswagen building a $4B plant for nickel and cobalt. 
 
A problem with nickel – unlike lithium – is that most projects have multi-billion price tags – and 
tend to be in far flung emerging markets like Indonesia. Consortia are not the same as owning 
something 100%. And lithium’s versatility for future chemistries – eg, lithium sulfur, lithium 
metal for solid-state – make it more strategic for Tesla to own, IMO, from a proprietary 
technology/competitive advantage viewpoint, not simply for supply/price security/stability. 
And they’d want to own something close to America corporate headquarters – whether that sill 
stay in California or move to Nevada, Texas or elsewhere. But this is not to dismiss the criticality 
of supply & price stability, as raw material price spikes could hinder further battery cell cost 
declines. 
 

 
 
 
 

https://www.reuters.com/article/usa-lithium-electric-tesla-exclusive-int/exclusive-tesla-expects-global-shortage-of-electric-vehicle-battery-minerals-sources-idUSKCN1S81QI
https://www.electrive.com/2019/07/25/indonesia-international-consortium-seeks-nickel-cobalt/
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To Simon Moore’s quote above, were Tesla to own its own lithium asset, produce at $5-6K per 
ton rather than buy at $10-12K per ton from Albemarle or Ganfeng, they could reduce battery 
costs $4-5 off $100/kwh battery pack price – a not insignificant competitive cost advantage.  
 
Given the lithium industry’s proven track record of failure, it is highly questionable that the 
operating costs presented from anything other than conventional, KISS, projects, will come 
close to achieving outcomes presented in feasibility studies. But there’s little doubt that -- 
throw enough money, processing and re-processing time and effort -- most any lithium 
resource will achieve Tesla battery quality.  
 
Which is another way of saying that even if Tesla buys and builds a project that only manages 
to achieve fourth quartile operating costs of $10-12K per ton, they are better off than 
worrying about price resets every few years from Albemarle or Ganfeng, so long as their 
internal resource is big, secure and sustainable. With economies of scale and Tesla-like 
ingenuity, even a project that experiences capex blowouts, overruns and begins at fourth 
quartile opex, will likely move left on the cost curve in time. Further, owning its own lithium 
resource – like making its own battery cells – could become part of Tesla’s IP. Particular 
qualities of, say, a distinct sedimentary deposit or a searlesite or a spodumene or a brine can be 
manipulated by Tesla in unique ways throughout a battery’s cathode, anode, electrolyte and 
separator.  “Specialty chemical lithium” unlike “commodity cobalt, nickel & copper” could 
enable Tesla to create battery chemistries unique to Tesla. 

--- 
 
ioneer rightly describes its Rhyolite Ridge boron/lithium deposit as “unique,” despite using 
conventional hard rock mining and processing methods. Lithium Americas’ Thacker Pass’s 
unconventional clay/sedimentary deposit and flowsheet to carbonate/hydroxide is more 
unproven than Nemaska’s innovative hydroxide conversion process which uses highly hard 
rock. All these projects, IMO, are viable at some lithium price, and warrant investment capital.  
 
I have spoken regularly about Manhattan Project-like ambitions of 20-30% USA/North America 
lithium processing market share, equating to 400,000-600,000 tons in a 2030 world of ~25-
30% EV penetration and 2m LCE tons. As Mark Andreesen recently wrote, “It’s Time to Build”. 
America has a huge opportunity *a lithium supply chain responsibility* to provide a meaningful 
portion of the 75 new 25kt processing plants requiring $25-30B in the next several years.  
 
As I sit in May 2020 and think of Tesla specifically, I speculate that Lithium Americas 
(NYSE/TSX: LAC, USD 295M market cap) is more likely than the others to be acquired, at a 
modest premium, as Tesla acquired battery players Maxwell and Hibar. Which, if I’m right, will 
open the door for greater lithium equity upside when VW, Ford, GM and others scramble for 
the more conventional hard rock projects they’ve articulated they prefer and fit synergistically 
with their Tier One suppliers LG Chem & SK Innovation who are building battery Megafactories 
in eastern USA and Europe. Like Piedmont Lithium (NASDAQ/ASX: PLL, USD 60M market cap). 

https://a16z.com/2020/04/18/its-time-to-build/
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Why LAC? 

• Thacker Pass is Tera-sized BIG 

• Thacker Pass is FREE inside LAC’s $295M market cap 

• Thacker Pass is CHALLENGING – few others than Mr. Musk are likely willing to take such 
unconventional technical risk, considering many conventional options available.  

o Further, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) permitting process underway for 
can never be taken for granted. With Tesla involved I suspect this risk would be 
mitigated – Trump is pro-mining and will unlikely let Sage Grouse worries stop a 
strategic job creator, but by Q1 2021 decision time, even a Green New Deal-loving 
Biden Administration may receive Elizabeth Warren-like mining resistance. 

• LAC is VULNERABLE - a 49% junior partner at Minera ExARGENTINA with significant secured 
debt ($90M and counting) averaging 9% interest to its Chinese partner. $565M Cauchari-
Olaroz is HIGH RISK - an unprecedented, ambitious, zero to 40kt greenfield brine project. 
COVID 19 and other factors, like all lithium projects, is slowing LAC’s time-line – but not its 
August 2022 interest payments deadline. The project is 40% built as of today. 

• LAC is ACTIONABLE 
o Mr. Musk can easily call Ganfeng, his working-capital-constrained supplier, with a 

$40-50M cash or stock offer to buy its 18% LAC parent stake. Note: Ganfeng exiting 
LAC parent and leaving its board would make sense in its own right from a corporate 
governance/conflict of interest perspective. Consider: Ganfeng is much more 
invested and advancing Bacanora - a direct Thacker Pass clay competitor. 

o Bangchak would likely follow Ganfeng with its 16% LAC stake, or, it might be happy 
to take TSLA paper should Mr. Musk offer a cash and stock deal.  

o Locking up this combined 34% would make it virtually impossible for LAC’s next 
largest shareholders – management/board members who have spent 10+ years 
developing the company – to do anything but recommend a Tesla bid to the rest of 
its shareholders, which comprise virtually no active fund managers, but passive 
index funds and retail.  

• Mr. Musk loves and is meaningfully present in Nevada. And Nevada loves Mr. Musk. 

• LAC’s China-carbonate-focused Cauchari-Olaroz – partnered with Tesla supplier Ganfeng - 
has relevance for CATL/Tesla, and, in time, perhaps Tesla’s own battery/cathodes in China. 
Even without Tesla having much stage one off-take from this project, the balance of power 
at this 49/51% JV will be far more equal than LAC’s current vulnerability. I see a reasonable 
chance that Ganfeng, like Galaxy, Orocobre and even Livent, will seek not to produce 
battery quality in hi tax Argentina and instead produce and export from Argentina low 
value, non-battery quality material and keep value-add and profit for Ganfeng in China. 

• Personalities/social issues matter in M&A - LAC’s Chief Technology Officer Rene Le Blanc is 
ex-Tesla, CEO Jon Evans, and other staff are ex FMC/Livent – another Tesla supplier. No 
doubt LAC’s key technical team would be happy to build two super ambitious projects 
under the Tesla banner vs. the Rocky Road life as a pre-production lithium junior. 

 
Click here to see Thacker Pass featured on NBC TV – LAC’s first lithium production  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztt8shYdw2k&feature=youtu.be
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Plain vaniLLa – Piedmont Lithium 
 
Despite my commentary above about Tesla’s potential affinity for the unconventional, it is 
worth noting that the only binding off-take they ever signed with a non-producer was 
conventional hard rock play Kidman Resources, bought by Wesfarmers for $550M, in what was 
arguably Lithium 2.0’s most successful deal. Piedmont in North Carolina is emulating Kidman’s 
integrated hydroxide strategy for value-creation. Further, the vast majority of Tesla’s hydroxide 
supply comes from vanilla spodumene – Albemarle from Greenbushes, Ganfeng from Mt. 
Marion, Altura/Pilbara Pilgangoora, in addition to Livent carbonate processed in North Carolina 
and China. If I’m wrong about Tesla “getting into mining” with its own lithium resource, 
Piedmont’s an obvious, low risk, off-take partner for Tesla. 
 
As vulnerable spodumene producers in Australia and elsewhere have no choice but to sell to 
China at present, the urgency for non-China hard rock conversion is paramount. The largest 
business and principal core competence of Ganfeng, the world’s most valuable lithium 
producer at $10B market cap, is in processing spodumene rock from others and selling it to 
Tesla, VW, BMW etc. Is $75M market cap Piedmont “America’s Ganfeng” 10-15 years ago? In 
addition to its own high quality pure spodumene rock, Piedmont’s “Merchant Conversion” 
strategy is worth watching. North Carolina has spectacularly favorable infrastructure, logistical, 
labor and clean energy attributes, as well as zero royalties, high depletion allowance and low 
income tax improving its after-tax cash flow. Unlike Nevada, it operates on private land and is 
not subject to BLM permitting process, which enabled rapid 11-month 404 approval of its mine 
and concentrator plant last year. Permitting application for chemical plant is expected soon. 
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Cookies and Cream – IoNeeR 
 
Mr. Market took ioneer’s DFS announcement last month in stride, I suspect due to the uptick in 
capex (USD 785M vs. USD 600M in PFS), and relative modest 21% IRR, even using $13,000 long-
term carbonate. 
 
I consider a Tesla buyout of ioneer (ASX: INR, USD 140M market cap) unlikely, considering 
some 40% of the project is boron and expects its hydroxide production only from year 4, so 
about 7 years away. 
 
I would never bet against Orocobre-founder and ioneer’s Chairman, Capital Structure James 
Calaway, and, with strong shareholder support from billionaire John Arnhold, I expect this 
project to become an important player within the current boron duopoly – a technology metal 
in its own right for many glass and electronics applications - in addition to lithium carbonate 
and hydroxide in time. 
 
With DFS now complete, ioneer is a few months ahead of Thacker Pass from an economic study 
perspective but is several months behind Thacker in terms submitting its permitting application 
with the Bureau of Land Management. 
 
Click here for ioneer’s great video about the project.  
 
 

 

https://www.ioneer.com/
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Disclaimer  
 

Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity 
Advisors, LLC. In this and other Lithium-ion Bulls and the podcast Lithium-ion Rocks! I often share some 
rationale for a stock in which I have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in my own 
retirement or taxable accounts. If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of 
anything written in this or any other Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast, that is your free 
choice. But to be clear, the opinionated commentary you’re reading is not investment advice, nor 
recommendation and may not be unbiased. I am not a registered investment advisor nor broker-dealer.  I 
may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the 
companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, remuneration for services from 
those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and employees 
may make purchases and/or sales of securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of course, 
to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of May 11, 2020, RK 
Equity or its principals own securities in Mineral Resources, Piedmont Lithium, E3 Metals Corp, 
Albermarle, Livent, Lithium Power International and have or have had over the past 48 months fee-
paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium Americas, CleanTeq, Millennial Lithium, 
Altura Mining, E3 Metals Corp, NeoMetals, ioneer, Kidman Resources, Camino Corp, Nemaska, Bacanora, 
Lithium Power International and Piedmont Lithium. The information contained herein is not financial 
advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer nor makes any recommendation 
to buy or sell any securities.  

 


